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Employees of all crafts, as well as management at the Peabody installation raised $2000 and donated it to No Child 
Goes Hungry in Peabody.  As reported last month, Brian McCarthy and Joe Lourenco spearheaded the effort to raise 
funds when it became apparent that the NALC Food Drive would not take place as planned this year.  Great work !! 
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I never thought I’d see the day  
that a postal form would grace the cover  

of the “Wake-Up!”.  However, that day has come.   
In the coming weeks and months, the postal 
service is hellbent on eliminating overtime.   

In and of itself, eliminating overtime  
is a great thing for any company.   

However, when the elimination of overtime is  
at the expense of basic customer service and/or 

the provisions of the National Agreement,  
THAT IS NOT A GREAT THING. 

We need each and every letter carrier  
to complete the form shown at left,  

the PS Form 1571, to document any delayed  
or curtailed mail.  You have the right to do so 

and you have the right to receive a copy  
of same.  If you don’t get a copy, there will  
be no proof that you ever completed one  

and there will be no accountability to  
the postal service.  We are accountable,  
we must hold the service accountable.   

It is a small ask but one that could  
prove very important in the near future.
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"It Was Good While It Lasted"

About a week ago I watched the movie "Patriots Day". 
As I watched the movie and the manhunt for the Tsarnaev 
brothers played out, I vividly remembered having been in 
Amesbury for route inspections when the District Manager 
(DM) issued a kind of "shelter in place" directive.  There 
had been tips that the bombers were on the loose and that 
they had possible connections to various cities and towns 
throughout Massachusetts.  The DM made the call to get 
postal employees out of harms way.

Fast forward seven years.  New DM, new danger.  
Covid-19 came into the United States, and Massachusetts 
was one of the states that got hit relatively hard in the 
beginning.  A tech conference at Biogen in Boston was 
responsible for many of the early cases, and a lack of 
understanding of the desease, and respect for the desease 
pushed numbers upward.

The Postal Service was woefully unprepared for 
an outbreak of this nature.  As a toilet paper shortage 
developed, there were some offices that didn't even 
have a backup supply of toilet paper.  Forget about hand 
sanitizer, gloves, and face masks.  There was a panic on 
workroom floors fueled by the lack of supplies and the lack  
of understanding.

NALC at the national level spearheaded an inventory 
update system whereby local branches communicated 
supply status to the National Business Agent, who in turn 
communicated to the National Union, who in turn pressed 
Postal Service Headquarters to address the supply chain.   
It wasn't perfect, as not even hospitals could obtain 
adequate numbers of masks to protect health care workers.

The National parties also worked together to institute 
other guidelines to keep people as safe as possible.  
Staggered start times were established, dividers were 
installed between cases, instructions on how to properly 
clean our vehicles and to exercise caution on the road were 
disseminated in floor talks and other means.

In the early stages of the pandemic, the National 
Business Agent was invited to a teleconference with the 
DM and others.  Over the objection of the NBA, local 
branch presidents were not invited.  However, some 
of us managed to get the meeting link and we attended.  
After that first telecon, and thanks to the insistence of 
NBA Rick DiCecca, the local presidents were included  
moving forward.

To his credit, the DM was forthcoming with 
information regarding what was being done, what we had 
and didn't have for supplies, and where there were positive 

or presumed positive cases reported.  He also asked us to 
let him know if there were any trouble offices or managers 
that were either mis-reporting supply levels or weren't 
complying with agreed-upon measures.

In our branch, I called upon him on two instances.  
There was one instance where the postmaster refused to 
work with the local steward and safety team regarding 
start times.  That situation was rectified immediately.   
The second instance dealt with a letter carrier being given 
a direct order, and subsequently placed on emergency 
placement, for refusal to deliver mail to a known Covid-19 
positive residence.  He had asked for an alternative means 
to deliver the mail and local management did not provide 
one.  That situation was also resolved quickly.

The weekly telecons continued and various presidents 
brought forward concerns and many of them were 
addressed.  The DM claimed to value the communication 
and went so far as to say that he wanted to bring us all in 
to meet in person when the Covid restrictions were at the 
appropriate level.  Basically, it was an example of Union 
and management working together for the good of the 
employees, the service, and the mailing public.

Well, this past Monday's telecon seems to have signaled 
the end of this Union-Management partnership.  There 
wasn't much to report, so the DM said he would answer 
questions about "whatever".  I asked about the new ESAS 
initiative as one of our offices, Beverly, has been selected 
as a test sight.  The DM said that he "fully supported" 
the plan that the new Postmaster General (PMG) Louis 
DeJoy had conceived.  Manager of Operations Programs 
Support Frank Bowen then gave a rundown of what was 
to be expected in the offices such as Beverly that would be 
participating in the test.

As of the writing of this article, the test has yet to begin.  
It is scheduled to begin Saturday, July 25.  A service talk 
has been given that lays out the expectations to carriers.  
Due to prior commitments, I cannot be present in Beverly 
on Saturday or Monday.  However, I have assigned former 
Vice President Bob Cronin to report to Beverly and observe 
the test and take notes on the goings on and potential 
contract violations.  The Branch will be aggressive in our 
response to any action or instruction that runs afowl of the 
National or Local Agreements, Handbooks and Manuals.

We can't be in every station, however, and that is where 
you come in.  We need you to make note of the following 
and report your findings to us daily.  We need to know:

• Route number of any route that does not  
go out for delivery.

(Continued on page 4)

President’s Message
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When the new PMG took over the USPS in June,  
I don’t recall anyone within the NALC, or anywhere else 
that I can recall, claiming that he was going to be great for 
the service to the public.  He was coming from a logistics 
background with a history of making cuts.  There are many 
indications coming from  media outlets that history will 
attempt to be repeated.  He seems to want to eliminate all 
OT, which is fine if he does it in a contractually compliant 
manner, but the staffing in our region probably won’t 
allow that and still deliver the mail on a daily basis.  His 
agenda is more about hours used than getting the mail 
delivered.  From what is being reported, he wants to 
eliminate all details, such as 204B and OIC assignments, 
which in some instances I am OK with, but we will see 
if this actually happens and if it lasts.  I’m sure there are 
a lot of other things on his agenda, that may eliminate 
costs but sacrifice service, but I will wait until it comes 
from the PMG before commenting.  The 2 new members 
of the Board of Governors have indicated that they feel 
the Universal Service mandate should be looked at for 
possible elimination, although they both said they don’t 
have much of an understanding of the Postal Service, so 
you can figure out where this came from.  

One thing that seems to be clear is that the service will 
suffer if carriers are kept to an 8 hour day every day as the 
PMG suggests.  We are already seeing delays in deliveries 
with entire routes being curtailed. This is recent and 
probably a result of the PMGs comments.  In most offices 
there are just not enoeough bodies to go around and still 
deliver all the routes in 10 hours, let alone in 8. There are 
vacant routes in most offices every day, sometimes many 
vacant routes and carriers are working over 60 hours per 
week to deliver all the mail.  The only way to eliminate 
OT in most stations is to not deliver mail on a daily basis, 
or hire more carriers which is no easy task as we have 
seen.  Not delivering the mail goes against the core of the 
Postal Services responsibilities and obligations.  Certainly, 
there are times when delivery should be curtailed, usually 
attributed to bad weather. We also shouldn’t be working 
beyond 12 hours or so late into the night that the customer 
thinks an intruder is at their door.  But purposefully 
curtailing delivery should be a last resort.

As I write this Congress is still debating another 
stimulus package that includes relief for the Postal Service.  
Whether or not this bill passes remains to be seen, but there 
is still time to contact your reps in Congress to ask for 
support. You can do it through the NALC website, if you 
need help with this contact the Union office.  The Postal 
Service has authorized 3 new face coverings available for 

the employees to use. Hopefully, this will be relayed to the 
employees in your office but if not ask your manager to 
look into it.  One of these coverings is like a scarf that fits 
around your neck and can be pulled up over your face when 
you can’t socially distance yourself either in the office or 
on the street.  I believe it is a light weight material.

All the memos related to Covid-19 that were scheduled 
to expire on 7-17-20, have been extended through 
September 25, 2020.  These can be found on the NALC 
website under the Covid-19 heading.  We can’t stress 
enough the need to stay hydrated on these hot days and 
take necessary breaks as OSHA suggests. There is a new 
test being conducted by the Postal Service nationwide 
called ESAS (Expedited to Street/Afternoon Sortation).  
The only station in our Branch involved is Beverly starting 
7-25-20 and more info will follow as it goes along.  It is 
not a joint test with the NALC.  Hopefully we can have 
monthly Branch meetings soon but until then stay healthy.

Keep your head up!

Paul Desmond  

Calendar of Events

August 4 U.S. Coast Guard Day

August 11-13 Perseid Meteor Shower

August 21 Senior Citizens’ Day

August 26 Women’s Equality Day

August 29 International Bacon Day

 

Exec. V.P. Report
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(Continued from page 2)

• Amount of mail recorded as delayed or  
curtailed for that day.

• Total forced and volunteer overtime on that date
• Number of OTDL carriers N/S for the day  

and not worked
• Number of scheduled OTDL carriers not  

worked to 10 and 12 hours

Make no mistake, presently upper level management 
(not your local postmaster hopefully) is not on the same 
side that we are on.  We are on the side of customer 
service and preserving a viable postal service.  Upper 
level management is on the side of political expediency.  
You have had to be living under a rock not to know  
that the man that currently occupies the White House has 
been demanding changes at the postal service.  These 
changes are NOT changes that will have a positive impact 
on your future.  Once again, it will be up to the letter 
carriers to save the postal service.  There are currently two 
things we can do.  We must insist on contract compliance  
today and everyday, and most importantly VOTE OUR  
JOB IN NOVEMBER!

Stay informed!

Dave Barbuzzi

You go to the doctor.  You’re feeling fine.  (Your routine 
annual physical perhaps, or a follow-up to a previous visit?)  
Surprisingly, the doctor issues you a prescription.  “What’s 
up with that?”, you ask yourself.  The following questions 
to ask your doctor will help greatly to provide the answer:

• What is the name of the medicine and  
what is it supposed to do?

• How and when should I take the medication?
• Should I take it with meals or  

on an empty stomach?
• How long should I continue to take  

the medication?
• Are there any foods or beverages I should avoid 

during the time I am on the medication?
• Are there any other medications I should  

not take with this new medication?
• Are there any limitations on driving vehicles  

or any other activities?
• What side effects may occur?
• Should side effects be reported, or should  

I do anything about them?
• If the symptoms of my illness do not improve, 

how long should I wait before reporting it?
• Can the prescription be refilled, or should  

I call again about getting a refill?

 I realize that this is quite a lengthy list.  If you’d 
like a personal copy contact me through the branch 
office and I’ll be glad to mail you one.

Keep on truckin’

Rich Donlon

	 Branch	25	Directory	of	Officers	 Just	For	the	Health	of	It
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Vice President’s Report
In the June edition of the “Wake-Up!” I wrote about 

then incoming Postmaster General Louis DeJoy.  At that 
time, he had not taken over the job yet.  He officially 
started on June 18.  Many carriers probably were shown 
his video message to the employees in their office.  He said 
all the right things about how great the Postal Service’s 
long history and how great the employees were and 
everything else you would expect a new boss to say about 
his company.  His first month on the job has been relatively 
quiet.  Just recently there has been talk on the Internet of a 
memo the PMG sent out to some upper postal management.  
This memo was titled PMG Expectations and Plans.   
It seems like his directives are being rolled out somewhat 
sporadically.  It’s unclear whether that is intentional or 
not.  Some offices have gotten stand-up talks and there are 
reports of offices starting to put into practice some of his 
plans.  In some offices, such as mine, management has said 
nothing and it has been business as usual up to this point.

The first thing the memo addresses is overtime, 
specifically penalty overtime.  According to the memo, 
the plan is to eliminate all penalty overtime because 
it is costing the Postal Service too much money.   
It is management’s right to try to minimize penalty overtime 
but they are obligated to do so while following the National 
Agreement.  Article 8 of the National Agreement covers 
the administration of overtime.  Just because the new PMG 
may want to eliminate penalty overtime he may not do so 
by violating the contract.  As of now, there does not seem 
to be any official directive about this but we will see what 
happens going forward.

Another part of the memo talks about canceling all 
postal details and 204B positions.  Every management 
employee would go back to the job they own on their 
Form 50.  This has been talked about before at various 
levels but never really gone anywhere.  Honestly, if they 
did that they may find a lot of these management positions 
are not actually needed.  Sometimes, as the old saying 
goes, you’ve got to rattle the grass to shake out the snakes.   
I will believe this one when I see it.  Carrier start times are 
mentioned as well.  The memo talks about making sure no 
carriers start before their unit’s Distribution Up Time, but 
no later than 9AM.  Carriers’ work hours, including start 
times, are covered by Article 8 of the National Agreement.  
Management must follow the contract the same as in any 
other instance.

One of the topics this memo talks most about is mail 
flow, from the plant and in the offices.  It says if the plant 
runs late they will just keep the mail and not send it out to 
the offices.  If the mail arrives late at the offices it will not 

go out for delivery that day unless this can be achieved 
without using overtime.  Most of us deal with late arriving 
mail to varying degrees.  It doesn’t seem that the solution 
should be to just say “Forget it.  We will deliver the mail 
when we feel like it.”  So many of the Postal Service’s 
policies seem to counteract customer service instead of 
aiming for it.  Carriers should be filling out Form 1571 
and requesting a copy for themselves in any situation 
where mail is not delivered but especially if instructed by 
management to willfully delay mail.

The PMG makes reference to other companies in 
the memo; U.S. Steel, once the biggest company in the 
world, no longer exists.  Ford has had to shut down many 
plants to adapt.  There is no doubt that the Postal Service 
needs to make changes.  The NALC has been pushing 
for meaningful Postal reform for a long time.  Coming 
at the problem with unilateral slash and burn directives, 
especially ones that violate the contract, does not seem to 
be the best plan of action.

It is unclear whether these are official directives to 
be carried out everywhere or whether local management 
is doing their own thing to comply with the spirit of this 
memo.  There is certainly nothing new to the post office 
deciding to focus on certain areas of the operation or 
coming out with unilateral directives.  Understanding 
where the new PMG came from, his previous history 
and who appointed him this is worth paying attention to.  
We hear a lot of rumors around here...Did someone say 
early out?  If you receive any notice or instruction that 
doesn’t seem right to you please let your steward know.   
The way things are going in 2020 I would believe anything  
at this point!

In solidarity,

Dan Wheeler
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August  
Meeting  

Cancelled

Precautions	necessary	to	prevent	heat	stress/stroke.

When	people	are	exposed	to	extreme	heat,	they	can	suffer	from	potentially	deadly	illnesses,	 
such	as	heat	exhaustion	and	heat	stroke.	Hot	temperatures	can	also	contribute	to	deaths	 
from	heart	attacks,	strokes,	and	other	forms	of	cardiovascular	disease.	Heat	is	the	leading	 
weather-related	killer	in	the	United	States,	even	though	most	heat-related	deaths	are	preventable	 
through	outreach	and	intervention.
Branch	25	is	committed	to	preventing	heat-related	injuries	and	illness	to	our	letter	carriers.		 
DO	NOT	BE	INTIMIDATED	INTO	SACRIFICING	YOUR	SAFETY!  Learn the signs of 
heat	stress/exhaustion/stroke.		Monitor	yourself	and	heed	your	body’s	warnings.		Download 
the	OSHA	Heat	Index	app	to	your	smartphone	and	be	cognizant	of	your	surroundings. 
Please	go	home	safely	each	day.		Someone	is	depending	on	you. 


